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Latest Results
Women

A Grade
Golden Grove

11

11

77

Golden Grove

1

5

11

Westminster OS

7

5

47

North Haven

2

7

19

Under 18 Women

B Grade
Golden Grove

15

19

109

Golden Grove

0

0

0

Westminster OS

5

3

33

Morphettville

13

9

87

Under 18 Men

C & D Grade - Bye

Golden Grove

0

6

6

Athelstone

8

7

55

Club News
Drakes Supermarkets Community Dollars
Program
If you shop at Drakes please support the club by
taking a tag from the bar to swipe each time you
make a purchase.
For every $2 spent, 1c will be credited to GGFC.

Sportspower VIP DAY - today!
Sportspower Golden Grove is holding a VIP Day
on Thursday 13 July (today) with special offers
for members from 9am until 9pm.
See the flyer within this email and make sure
you pop in and see them.

Under 7 Green
A horrendous day with cold, wet, windy conditions seemed to stop at
just the right moment as our Green Kookies entered the playing arena
for a Friday night clash against Tea Tree Gully at home. We were down
plenty, with Ethan and Thomas sick, Taylor, Alexander, Mason
Maynard and William all out.
Still, we setup well and got ourselves ready for the big clash. Unfortunately the weather appeared to make us a little stand-offish and on the
back foot and TTG took the game away from us early by being more
desperate. When we did get the ball, we seemed to be rushed and just
banged it long down the line and to a gathering of TTG players.
I pleaded with our playing-group at quarter time to get that ball first, to
stand in front in wet conditions when in defence and take time to find players spreading wide before kicking.
This seemed to be the ticket as we gathered enormous momentum – we had players crashing in for the ball, and
then finding team mates running free. Wyatt, our captain tonight had 2 kicks, 1 point and 2 hard ball gets, Jaxon had
2 kicks, 1 handball and 1 goal assist, Mason Easter gathered 2 kicks, 2 hand balls and 1 goal assist, Chelsea 3
kicks and 2 hit outs and Caillin 3 kicks and a mark.
With lots of momentum, goals became more easily obtained and that created more vigour… we then gained confidence and started sharing, marking clean, and hand passing. There was plenty of run and bounce which carried
through out the rest of the game and we entertained our supporter group with great team play and exciting goals. In
the end, scores were almost identical, signifying how much we pulled TTG back, winning contested ball, showing off
great skill and showing care for playing with each other, as a team, by sharing and encouraging each other. Well
done green Kookies…

Under 8 Blue
Round 10 saw U8 Blue on the road to play Gepps Cross, a later game time was well
appreciated and allowed all involved to have a slightly less busy start to the morning.
Unfortunately, unavailability and illness reduced our team to 16 players for the game.
Upon arrival at the oval, the U8 Blue boys were displaying a great deal of energy
running around and warming up, however there was some puzzled looks from the
coaching staff and parents with game time fast approaching there was no movement
from Gepps Cross. A few mins later, the Gepps Cross players and parents started to
appear, the oval was setup and the game was able to commence on time. As game
time approached, the rain cleared which ensured that conditions were almost perfect. Asher was our captain for the day and chose to kick to the southern end.
The main focus areas for the game were: man up, fast ball movement and be first to
the ball. As the first quarter commenced the boys in the midfield started well with
Lochy, Ryan and Jacob all very busy early which allowed the ball to be moved into
our forward lines. Harry and Brandon where able to take strong marks and get the
scoreboard moving. Considerable pressure from Jamison and Callum also ensured
the ball stayed in the forward lines. As the quarter went on, Gepps Cross was able to
win possession through some great endeavour, this ensued the boys in defence
were kept busy late in the quarter. A couple of highlights were strong marks and great pressure from Brady and
Josh. The first quarter came to an end which allowed the U8 Blue boys came together for a quick drink and changes to the team.

The second quarter commenced with Gepps Cross winning a number of possessions out of the middle early, as the
quarter went on some great pressure and attack on the footy from Callum and Brandon saw us able to move the
ball forward. Another highlight was a great tap from Jamison to Harry where he was able to move the ball deep into
our forward lines. Jackson was again busy in the forward lines whilst Brady and Cameron were able to keep the
score board ticking over. In defence the Frencham boys continued to play good hard footy giving the Gepps Cross
players no easy possessions. The half time siren sounded which gave everyone and chance to enjoy some fruit and
have a quick drink. The break also gave the coaching staff an opportunity to remind the boys of our focus areas.
The third quarter with the boys in the midfield winning a number of possessions and causing a number of turn overs
through great pressure with Austyn, Louis and Josh were all particularly busy. In the forward lines, the goal umpire
was kept busy with Ryan and Asher both involved. One highlight was Jacob receiving a slick handball then running
into score his first goal for GGFC. It was great to see his excitement was shared by all of the boys. At the other end
of the field, the boys in defence were playing great team footy with the boys manning up well which ensured that
Gepps Cross had very few easy possessions. The siren sounded to bring the 3rd quarter to an end, the boys came
together for a quick drink. The break gave an opportunity to remind the boys of our focus areas and finish off strong
for the last quarter.
The last quarter commenced well with a strong tap from Kye to Lochy. As the quarter continued some great team
footy was played from the boys in the midfield. All of the boys were working really well together with Sam and Kye
taking a number of strong marks. In defence, Josh was busy saving a certain goal with great pressure whilst Louis,
Austyn and Josh played great tight footy all quarter. The boys in the forward line were seeing a lot of the footy which
allowed some great team goals to be scored. One highlight was a great gather then handball from Harry to Cameron for a goal whilst Jamison was unlucky to just miss scoring a goal as the final siren sounded. As the final siren
blew, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club song.
Sunday we took another step in our footy journey with a number of really positive and pleasing things taking place.
Some loose manning up and non-smart play saw us turn the ball over throughout the game, a focus area to practice
at training this week and for upcoming games will be to adhere to the simple things for the entire game. I would
again like thank all that assisted with the game. With school holidays now upon us we have the next weekend off
with our next game on Sunday 23rd July against Fitzroy at Harpers Field. GO BURRAS!

Under 10 Blue
Captain Tom has always been a strong performer for us. This week versus Walkerville was no different. Such a
consistent effort from a lad who plays with a bit of emotion and flair. Another game full of run out of defence and he
could adapt to a game plan change, when I asked him to closely check a vital player from the opposition.
Once again, we came up against a couple of man mountains, but I felt our ruckmen (Rowsey, Robbie and Mikey)
were gallant in their efforts. A few times, our midfielders were able to read the taps and break out of the centre.

We are still working on field structure. Having players work across the ground / up the ground, etc is a work in progress!!
We need to back our team mates in to win the ball and become genuine targets for them up the ground. Working as
hard for them, as they did to win the ball.
The highlight of the game, without a doubt, was Baz pouncing on a spoiled forward entry and slotting through a
sausage roll from the goal square! Great effort and great to see him get on the scoreboard with reward for second
efforts!
Goal Scorer: Bailey Dand 1

Under 10 Gold
This week Under 10 Gold had a home match against Salisbury North.
Even though there was a bit of mud around, the weather held off and conditions were great for footy.
Salisbury North only had 17 players so we gave them a player each quarter to even up the numbers. Special mention to Noah French, Tyson Karklis, Jamieson Kriewaldt and Tyson Walters who all played for the other
team and in a true show of sportsmanship did not complain, and were
happy to help. Well done to these boys.
The game got underway and right from word go we started moving the ball
forward and hitting the scoreboard. Braden Carpenter, Corey Edwards and
Owen Jarrad were in great form, and Kirra Lebessis was showing some
great signs of strength fighting for the ball in the pack type situations.
Matthew LeRay had a great game, setting up plenty of opportunities for his
team mates. James Gray continued with his good form, while Tyson Karklis is getting better every week, winning plenty of hard balls. Thomas Glen
continues to bat above his weight with another quality performance, and
Devlin Hussey is showing great aggression with the ball. His strength is
winning the ball in tight with controlled aggression, then dishing out a quality handball to our runners that opens the game right up. Well done Dev!
Bailey Maddeford again continues to improve each week and nearly took
mark of the year! He slipped over as the ball was coming towards him, but
he kept his eyes on the ball, got two hands to it whilst having a lie down!!
Unfortunately the ball slipped out, but again his second effort was fantastic. Jake Chester had his best game for the club and together with Noah French kicked their first goals for the season. Great effort from those guys, but also well done for the whole team for playing a great game of team first footy.
We kept Salisbury North scoreless for the game which in itself was a great effort from all.
Special mention this week goes to Callum “Cally” Todd. He notched up his 50th game for the mighty Burras this
week and boy did he have a great game. He kicked a goal, got involved in a lot of the "in and under" stuff and is
having a great season. The development that Cally has shown this year is outstanding and I look forward to watching him improve even more as the season goes on. Well done Cally, great stuff!

Under 10 Green
This week we took on Walkerville, unfortunately due to other commitments injuries etc we were only able to field 9
of our regular players. A very big thankyou to Coralie LeRay who managed to organise 10 very enthusiastic kids
from U9’s to help out, as well as Matthew LeRay from U10 Gold which made it possible for us to field a full team.
From the opening bounce it was a hard slog, the rain kept coming and the oval was muddy. Despite the weather all
the boys gave it their best shot, the majority of the game was played in our back half and we were not able to drive
it forward. At times some of the U9s linked up together on the wing and we were able to move the ball forward with
some nice kicking and handpasses, unfortunately once we got it past half way Walkerville managed to regain the
ball and drive it back towards goal.
For the last half we changed thing around and put the U10 boys in the back lines to try and push it forward, this
worked somewhat which resulted in two goals which were kicked by Matthew which lifted the spirits of the boys.
Without knowing most of the boys names made it impossible to put the boys in positions using the team board, we
just had to do it on the fly during the game which was fun in the end we just let them play which they certainly did.
In the end I think we had a fun night, everyone got a kick and really got muddy. Again a huge thankyou to all the
boys that helped out and to their parents for bringing them out on very short notice, a special mention to Riley. During the three quarter break when I was trying to get them up for a big last quarter. said sorry I don’t know all your
names when one of the U9’s yells out, “My name is Riley.
It certainly gave all the boys and the parents a great laugh in very cold wet and miserable conditions, I thought it
really showed what footy is all about the kids just having fun which we certainly did on Friday night.

Under 11 White
There was a lot riding on this week’s game when we
took on Modbury at Modbury who were sitting equal third
on the ladder and being Kalan Weaving’s and Tom Steven’s 100th game and Luke Scott’s 50th game for the
Golden Grove football club we were very determined to
get the win. Luke led the team onto the field as captain
this week and you could tell by the look in his eyes that it
was going to be a good day, Kalan was vice captain, the
boys won the toss and the quarter quickly got underway.
Tom started winning the hit out in the ruck straight down
Danyle’s through and before long we had the ball down
our forward line. The centre ruck work has been improving every week and both Danyle and Tom played outstanding dominating the centre clearances all day. The ball
was a little slippery but that didn’t stop Tyson Hartmann who played his best game for the year and when Tyson
snapped for gaol 15 meters out had our first on the board. Great game Tyson! Although we had the ball early Modbury quickly returned fire kicking a goal soon after. There was some good signs as we started to move the ball
down the line with some excellent passages of play on one occasion it was great to see Sam Rudd and Jai Arnold
combining with multiple handball to allow us to get the ball forward. Xander was constantly winning the ball out of
the middle for us and played strong football all day.
We discussed before the game how important our marking would be and it was great to see the boys out mark our
opponents all day, both Riley Sewell and Tyson Durdin’s overhead marking was exceptional. Both players attack on
the footy ensured we had first use of the football. The toughness of Riley (Who had huge spring marks down his
hand when a Modbury player stood on him) and Tyson (Who went into a contest like a raging bull and came down
hard) both sprung up and got backinto the game without a flinch of the eyes. Great Game Tyson and Riley! But the
second quarter continued to be tough football and at times we looked exposed when the ball rebounded over the
top, but it was the outstanding work of Kalan and Marin who were never going to let Modbury through. Both Kalan
and Marin had times when they were outnumbered in the backline, but they ran straight through the pack taking out
3 Modbury players and then with pin point accuracy hit other Burra players on the chest. Kalan kicked a great goal
in the last quarter to really cap of a fantastic 100 game celebration, it was great to see the boys get around him.
It was great to see in the third quarter the boys really stand up, the game was very physical and the intensity was
rising and with the slippery conditions it was critical that our smaller players worked hard to the contest and crumb
the packs. Jakson Ray, Josh Richter and Daniel Hewitt certainly did that, the determination to win the ball and the
tackling from all players was excellent and helped get the next Goal. Josh was also able to win a vital free kick in
the last quarter and with ease went back and slotted the goal. Great game boys! But it was Talan who stepped his
game up a notch and before long took a great mark on a tough angle, but some indiscipline play by Modbury saw
Talan receive the 25 meter free kick straightening him up and Talan kicked it straight through the middle. Talan’s
attack on the footy was excellent all day.
Before long the fourth quarter began Harrison and Alex really attacking the ball hard, both players played a mixture
of defence and forward play during the match, but it was in the last quarter when Harry took and awesome mark on
the outer wing and then switching the ball across to Alex setup a play into Josh Richter that was really great footy to
watch. Great game Alex and Harry! Declan played another impressive match and this week was no exception,
when Declan gets the ball on the left side of the ground on the half forward line he can be the most damaging player
to the opposition and it was in the last quarter when Declan picked up the ball cleanly swung onto the left foot with a
thumping kick hit a team mate on the chest. Declan has been getting better every week, great work Dec! Even
though we had good control of the game not one player rested until till the final siren and it was great to see the determination of Cael Cursoy when Modbury took a shot for goal of which looked like it would be a certain goal Cael
cam leaing from 3 metres back to fly well over the pack thumping the ball to the boundary. Cael had another great
game! Well done Cael! But it was always going to be Luke’s day on his 50th, Luke’s attack on the football was excellent and was always at the bottom of the packs winning the ball and when kicking the ball forward delivered with
precision.
Final Scores
Golden Grove 6.4.40
Modbury 2.3.15
Goals: Tyson Hartmann 2, Talan Cooper 1, Kalan Weaving 1, Josh Richter 1, Riley Sewell 1

Under 12 Girls
In muddy and slippery conditions the girls showed some silky smooth skills and played like the conditions were
perfect!!!
It was another great team game, with some fantastic tackling and shepherding. The defenders attacked the
football and provided plenty of run through the backline and midfield, setting up plenty of scoring opportunities.
Once in the forward line the girls were able to make the most of opportunities, scoring some spectacular goals.
Final score: GGFC 9.2.56 d TTG 1.4.10
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